
F I T  G U I D E



M I R A T E X ®

The technology behind the Miracle

Miratex is a specially engineered hybrid fabric with the truly unique ability 
to shape a woman comfortably. The exclusive combination of high stretch 
and high modulus (shaping power) not only delivers the 10 lbs. lighter in 10 
seconds® promise to the consumer when the suit is first put on, but the 
fabric and fit also deliver the promise all day long, whether she is lounging, 
swimming, or even practicing beach yoga.
The curves are in the curves. What this means is that the shape of the stretch 
and modulus curves of the fabric perform the miracle of shaping the body. 
Miratex fabric is engineered to have shaping power at the fit point, while still 
having at least 150% stretch in all directions to become a true second skin. 
The power at the fit point does the shaping, while the high stretch allows for 
freedom of movement to comfortably perform all activities.
With the fibers used and the hybrid construction, Miratex fabric absorbs 
48.3% less water in the first fifteen minutes than standard swimsuit fabrics.  
Miratex starts drier and stays drier. The chlorine resistance is greatly enhanced  
when combined with LYCRA®, further extending the durability of a Miraclesuit.

T H E  M I R A C L E

Who is Miraclesuit for? 

The Miraclesuit collection is designed to appeal to women of all ages and 
sizes—there is something for everyone and every body. When a woman wears 
her Miraclesuit, she feels confident and beautiful: a celebration of herself.

Design and inspiration
At Miraclesuit, we believe in curves. 
The Miraclesuit heritage of fit, form and function continues to be the basis  
of the collection. With an emphasis on strong print development, Miraclesuit's 
updated silhouettes utilize innovative construction and design. A collection of 
coordinating cover-ups completes a woman’s destination wardrobe. 

What’s the Miracle?
Miraclesuit is the swimsuit that comfortably contours, shapes, slims and firms 
the body without constricting movement so a woman can spend more time 
relaxing and less time worrying about how she looks in a swimsuit. 
Miraclesuit begins with our unique and innovative fabric, Miratex®, which has 
over twice the amount of LYCRA® and three times the holding power than 
any other swimsuit. When a woman puts on a Miraclesuit, she appears 10 lbs. 
lighter in 10 seconds®—the amount of time is takes her to slip it on.



G E N E R A L  T I P S

Choosing the right size

When purchasing a Miraclesuit for the first time, many customers order a 
swimsuit in their usual size for the most comfortable and slimming fit. Sizing 
up is suggested depending on your fit preference, if you are between sizes or 
if you prefer a less snug fit.

Getting into your swimsuit
Step into the leg openings and shimmy your swimsuit up, making sure to 
gather and pull from the bottom of the suit up (pulling from the top or straps 
will make this process much more cumbersome). Place the straps over your 
shoulders and adjust accordingly. It takes a few extra steps to get into a 
Miraclesuit, but once you’re in, you’ll appreciate the Miracle. 

Caring for your swimsuit
After each use, hand wash your Miraclesuit in cool, clear water and hang to 
dry. Do not use chlorine bleach. Do not iron or tumble dry. Following these 
instructions will help extend the lifespan of your swimsuit so you can enjoy it 
even longer.

Investing in a quality brand
Consider swimwear as an investment and an essential in your wardrobe. 
When buying a swimsuit, always choose a good quality product that will  
stand the test of time, performance and durability.



Torso Measure between 
the legs, over the apex 
of the breast and up to 
meet the other end of 
the measuring tape at 
the top of the shoulder.

H O W  T O  M E A S U R E

Bust Measure around 
the body, across the 
most protruding part of 
the breast (apex).

Waist Measure around 
the body at the narrowest 
part of the waist.

M I S S E S  S I Z E  G U I D E

SIZE 8 10 12 14 16 18

BUST 37" 38 1/2" 40" 41 1/2" 43" 44 1/2"

WAIST 28 1/2" 30" 31 1/2" 33" 34 1/2" 36"

HIPS 39 1/2" 41" 42 1/2" 44" 45 1/2" 47"

TORSO 61" 62 1/4" 63 1/2" 64 1/2" 66" 67 1/2"

If a suit doesn’t fit right, it won’t ever look or feel right!  
Always begin with the right size.

F I N D I N G  Y O U R  F I T

Underarm Check 
coverage. Cuts, bulges 
or riding up? Try a 
different style or larger 
size. Sagging or drooping? 
Try a smaller size.

Bra The breasts should 
fill out the bra. If there's 
gapping or lack of 
support, try a smaller 
size or a different style. 
The right suit will give 
support, separation and 
coverage.

Crotch Check 
coverage. Cuts, bulges 
or riding up? Try a 
different style or larger 
size. Sagging or drooping? 
Try a smaller size.

Derriere Check 
coverage. Cuts, bulges 
or riding up? Try a 
different style or larger 
size. Sagging or drooping? 
Try a smaller size.

Straps Can you fit your 
thumb comfortably 
under the strap? If you 
can’t, the suit is too 
small. If the straps slide 
off the shoulders or feel 
loose, try a smaller size 
or a different style.

Back Check coverage. 
Cuts, bulges or riding 
up? Try a different style  
or larger size. Sagging  
or drooping? Try a 
smaller size.

T H E  R E A L  T E S T  I S  T O  M O V E . . .
Lift arms, twist, bend, squat, jump up and down! Make sure  

the suit is where it’s supposed to be and still feels good. 

Hips Measure around 
the body, across the 
hips and 4” below the 
navel.



B R A  S U P P O R T

Miraclesuit’s advanced bra construction caters to every woman no matter 
her size or the type of support she needs. 

Soft Cups
These cups are made from a soft foam material that is molded to shape and fit 
a woman’s breasts. While providing support, they also give a woman additional 
coverage and help to conceal this area. The cups in the suit should be large 
enough to prevent breasts from bulging or spilling out over the neckline or 
armhole edges, but not so large that there is wrinkling or gaping in this area. 

Underwire
Underwires are very popular for fit, lift, shaping and support. An underwire 
bra will move when you move, so there is no jabbing or gouging. The best 
underwire for you is one that encircles your breast, giving you a rounded  
and defined look. 

Molded Foam Bra
The molded bra construction offers the ultimate support, lifting and shaping 
with an underwire built in. No more bulky wire construction or poking through 
after a couple of wears. Foam cups extend up through the shoulder straps for 
added comfort and cushion to relieve stress and support weight.  

Fuller Bust Collection
Miraclesuit offers soft cups, underwire or molded bra cups with DD and DDD 
sizing options with added support for larger, fuller busts. Fuller bust swimsuits 
are engineered with details like power linings, wider padded straps and higher 
armholes to contain the bust and provide long lasting, comfortable support.
The neckline is something to keep in mind when selecting a swimsuit for fuller 
busts. V-necklines flatter a larger bust by drawing the eye up and elongating 
the figure while allowing you to show off cleavage if desired. Higher necklines 
support larger busts while providing a sleek, modern look and added sun 
protection for the chest. Swimsuits that wrap diagonally across the chest 
help to minimize the bust area.

F U L L  F I G U R E D  W O M E N

Fuller figured women should look for suits with a bit more coverage in their 
area of concern. Miraclesuit offers all-over body control that slims, shapes 
and flatters the body. The control is designed and engineered into the suit 
without using uncomfortable girdle linings.
If you are looking to minimize fuller hips, find a suit that flatters your legs, 
gives you more coverage or draws the eye away from the area altogether, 
such as a skirt or short swimsuit bottom. A two-toned swimsuit or a suit with 
bright colors on top and darker on the bottom will naturally detract from the 
hips and draw the eye upward.

W O M E N  S I Z E  G U I D E

SIZE 16W 18W 20W 22W 24W

BUST 47" 48 1/2" 50 1/2" 52 1/2" 54 1/2"

WAIST 42 3/4" 44 1/4" 46 1/4" 48 1/4" 50 1/4"

HIPS 48" 50" 52" 54" 56"

TORSO 65" 66 1/4" 68 1/2" 70 1/4" 72"



How to measure in 3 easy steps:
1. Band: Measure above your bust, under your arms and around your back  
    to get your band size.
2. Cup: Measure the fullest part of your bust, keeping the tape in place and      
    not too snug. Round up to the nearest inch to get your cup measurement. 
3. Calculate: Subtract your band size from your cup measurement. 

Example: If band measures 34” and cup measures 37”, 37”- 34” = a 3” 
difference. This indicates cup size 3” or C cup.

Team your cup size with your band size and you now have your bra size!

Miraclesuit now offers separates with true bra cup sizing, constructed with 
full underwire and molded cup support, as well as concealed hook and eye 
adjustable bra closure. Use our Bra Cup Size Guide to find the right fit for you.

F I N D I N G  Y O U R  B R A  C U P  S I Z EB R A  C U P  S E P A R A T E S

B R A  C U P  S I Z E  G U I D E

This is the difference between your band and bust measurements  
Example: Bust 37" - Band 34" = 3" (C cup)

SIZE A B C D DD DDD

INCHES 1" 2" 3" 4" 5" 6"

32 33 34 35 36 37 38

34 35 36 37 38 39 40

36 37 38 39 40 41 42

38 39 40 41 42 43 44

40 41 42 43 44 45 46

42 43 44 45 46 47



F I T  G U I D E


